Post WW2 Manchester Pioneers:
Marian Bindotti and the Manchester Ladies FC
Part 1
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Marian Bindotti, Ref Stan Mortensen, Joan ‘Titch’ Burke at Blackpool 1948
Manchester Ladies FC 1 v 6 Dick Kerr Ladies (Preston Ladies)
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

The Pioneers of Women’s Football in Manchester
This is my short tribute to one of the greatest and most important women’s football teams in history. They
were the pioneers of post war football in Manchester and they played nearly 100 high profile games until
their retirement in 1959. I recently had the great privilege to talk to one of the surviving team members and I
made the mistake of ringing up when Liverpool vs Man Utd (men) was on the telly. I interrupted an 80+ year
old whose love for the game has not diminished over the years. Her first words were “I don’t know if I could
tell you anything” and then proceeded to give me half an hour of delicious anecdote and detail. The game
was still on in the background after I had been gently admonished...
As a women’s football researcher with over 50 files of detailed research I was astonished to come across
this team whose exploits had basically been ‘hiding in plain sight’. The old adage ‘the more you look the
more you find’ could not be more true. Full tributes and credit are given at the end. However I would like to
express my deep gratitude to Gail Newsham who, whilst rescuing the story of the Dick Kerr Ladies and
bringing it to the nation, has also helped to rescue this story. Gail has also kindly allowed me to use the
data from her book. Marian Turner (nee Bindotti) is now 92 years of age and in a care home being looked
after by devoted husband James. My thoughts, prayers and thanks go to Jim and Marian…

Tomaso Bindotti - An Italian Foundling...
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Tomaso (In Italian Army Uniform) and May Bindotti
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

Marian Bindotti’s Father ‘Tomaso’ and his Amazing Life
Marian’s father was discovered by the roadside in the foothills of the Apennine mountains in the winter of
1887 - a foundling. He was taken to a Roman Catholic Orphanage in Rapallo, near the coastal city of
Genoa in North Western Italy and given the name Tomaso Bindotti. This was not a happy time and the
strict and cruel regime of the nuns caused suffering. His first adoptive parents died and he was then
adopted by two brutish, cattle farming brothers who treated him as a slave and beat him often. He finally
ran away and lived a feral life until he was picked up by the police and returned to the orphanage.
Eventually he escaped this life and made his way somehow to the notorious slums of Angel Meadow,
Manchester. He found employment and lodgings with the Joseph Rocca ice-cream making family who were
also Italian immigrants. A war between Italy and Turkey over the sovereignty of Libya found him recalled to
his native Italy in 1911 to fight in the Italian Army. He was wounded and sent to Cagliari, Sardinia to
recuperate. After de-mobilisation from the Italian army he made his way back to England and his old job
with the Rocca Family. In 1914 Germany declared war on England and Tomaso enlisted to fight for his new
country. Thomas (as he became known) married May Shuker in December 1919. They had three children:
George ‘Thomas’, Leslie and Marian. In November 1959 after a long and pioneering football career Marian
married James Turner and the Manchester Ladies Football Team hung up their boots.
NB
The full story of Tomaso’s life can be read in the following book: “The Life & Times of Tomaso Bindotti: An
Italian Foundling” by Dennis Burnier-Smith ISBN: 1545455821

Women’s Football Prior to WW2
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1920s + 1930s
The doldrums of the late 1920s had given way to fabulous and exciting developments in women’s football
during the 1930s all over England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. This is despite the effects of the
1921 ban which started off as simply an edict not to play on FA affiliated pitches and had rapidly morphed
into a concerted effort to strangle women’s football over a period of nearly 50 years. Alfred Frankland of the
Dick Kerr Ladies had honed his strategy of getting a French or Belgium team over to tour during the
summer for the years 1932 to 1939. Two other teams that rose to prominence in the late 1930s were the
Edinburgh City Ladies who resurrected after WW2 into Edinburgh Dynamos. The other significant team to
straddle WW2 were the Bolton Ladies. The question remained, what were the Dick Kerr Ladies (Preston
Ladies) to do in 1946 for opposition as they got going after WW2?

1946 Dick Kerr Ladies Starting Again...
Marian Bindotti Collection

Dick Kerr Ladies 3 v 9 Bolton Ladies at Fulwood Barracks - Crowd 3,000
(Source: BNA LEP Wednesday 17 July p2)

1946 Bolton Ladies and Kent Ladies - Strong Sides
The Bolton Ladies were probably the greatest threat to the Dick Kerr Ladies. According to Gail Newsham
their manager offered to take over the Preston team. As we can see from the game above the DKL were
put to the sword by Bolton at what effectively became their home pitch, Fulwood Barracks which is less
than a mile from Alfred Frankland’s old grocer’s shop on Sharoe Green Lane. Bolton’s star player, the
sprinter Nellie Halstead, scored 7 goals. I am fairly certain that Nellie is the only footballer to score a double
hat-trick against the DKL.
During the Whit holiday in June the DKL travelled all the way down South to play two games in Gillingham
and Weymouth. There was a very strong women’s league in the Kent area during WW2 made up from
teams such as the Aylesham Ladies (from Snowdown Colliery) and the Rainham Civil Defence Ladies. The
DKL lost the first game against the Kent Ladies by 3 v 0 in front of a crowd of 4,000 at Chatham. Three
days later in Weymouth they managed an 8 v 2 win against the much weaker Weymouth Ladies in front of
a crowd of 7,000. They also made a return trip in August to Portland to play Weymouth Ladies where they
again won by 11 v 2. The rest of the games that season were versus ‘Lancs County’ which I would suggest
were basically DKL ‘A’ vs DKL ‘B’. Alfred Frankland badly needed a new strategy to continue with his
‘unbeatable’ brand. There may be a clue in one of the games played on Saturday 20 July in Manchester.
This match took place at Stretford Pageant which took place over 4 days and was no doubt a welcome
relief to the local people after the privations of WW2. Stretford Pageant was part of a very strong
Manchester connection over the next few years…

1947 Manchester Ladies FC
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Manchester Ladies 1 v 9 Dick Kerr Ladies
Saturday 4th October 1947
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

The Manchester Pioneers of Women’s Football
The team originated in late 1946. By 1947 they were playing high profile games with the famous Dick Kerr
Ladies of Preston. There were no other teams in Manchester. The Manchester ladies were a friendly, easygoing family centred team. Bertha Turner was Jim Turner’s sister, i.e. Marian's sister-in-law. Marian’s
brother Tom was their manager and handled all their admin. Future father-in-law James Turner helped out
with the coaching which eventually turned into another family affair when son Jim took over and helped out.
They played all over the country and made 8 trips to play in the Isle of Man. In one ‘international’ game
where the French were two players short Marian and Bertha played as guests for the French team against
the Dick Kerr Ladies. They had a close relationship with the Dick Kerr Ladies and superstar Joan Whalley
joined them in the mid-50s when she fell out with Alfred Frankland. They met a number of the male
footballing celebrities of the day such as Stan Mortensen, Tom Finney and Johnny Carey who would help
to officiate at high profile matches. Over their dozen or so years of play they raised a huge amount of
money for charities and worthy causes.
There is some fascinating detail in this early programme from 1947. The Manchester Ladies were mostly
from the Wythenshawe area of Manchester and so they were often referred to as the ‘Wythenshawe
Ladies’. Notice the famous names eg Tom Finney running the line and star of the Dick Kerr Ladies Joan
Whalley being identified. It is also highly unusual for branding supremo Alfred Frankland to admit that
women’s football was not up to its pre-war standard. Margaret Thornborough (sister of Bolton legend Eli
Thornborough) had now married and is now in the role of Assistant Manager.

1947 Manchester Ladies FC Big Time Debut
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A Partnership Is Formed
The Dick Kerr Ladies played 11 high profile games in 1947. They played the Bolton Ladies again three
times and after losing the first game 3 v 1 they won the next two closely fought games by 1 v 0 and 3 v 2. If
the football in England wasn’t as strong as it was before the war then this could be multiplied many, many
times for football in France. The glamorous days of Femina Sport had shut down and the teams that toured
in the post WW2 era were made of ‘sporty women’ rather than footballers. However, the fundraising,
branding and glamour of international matches was restarted by Alfred Frankland with this short 3 game
tour and this continued and expanded up until 1954. It is interesting to note that the tour must have been
planned around the Stretford Pageant.
I would like to note and emphasise that it is easy to look back at statistics like the defeats above for the
Manchester Ladies and be very dismissive. This is not fair or accurate. The Dick Kerr Ladies were the most
legendary team in the history of women’s football. It is like a male team being offered regular fixtures
against Brazil - even if you were being thrashed - who would refuse? Alfred Frankland’s successful model
for post WW2 football is beginning to coalesce around a glamorous French tour filled up with fairly local
games against the Manchester Ladies.

1948 Manchester Scene Expands
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Manchester Ladies FC Partnership with DKL
The Dick Kerr Ladies started the year of 1948 with a 4 v 2 loss and 1 v 1 draw with the Bolton Ladies.
During the year they played 5 high profile games against the Manchester Ladies who were now starting to
show them that they could give them a run for their money in close games. The French tour seems to have
been arranged around the Stretford Pageant again with a joint effort against Kent on the French women’s
journey home. Manchester figures again in another ‘international’ fixture played at Hyde. The figure of
12,000 at Hull is an enormous crowd for a post WW2 women’s game and it would be interesting to find out
when that figure was beaten? It should also be noted that despite the nonsense from the misogynists at the
FA there were many significant male players who were willing to help out such as Stan Mortensen in the
Blackpool game.

1949 Manchester’s ‘Coney Island’
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Manchester Ladies FC 2 v 2 Barnsley Ladies FC - Belle Vue
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

Belle Vue in East Manchester has a special place in the hearts of Mancunians. It occupied 165 acres and
at its height would attract over 2 million visitors per year. It finally closed in 1977 after a colourful 140 years.
It was Manchester’s version of Coney Island. In the 50s and 60s it was famous for its speedway team the
Belle Vue Aces whose symbol was the club from a pack of playing cards. In May of 1949 Manchester
Ladies pioneered its use for women’s football with a high profile game against the Barnsley Ladies. The
game was kicked off by Manchester United Captain Johnny Carey and refereed by Speedway Ace Dent
Oliver.
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Belle Vue Advertises its delights to Mancunians
(Source: BNA Manchester Evening News Wednesday 18 May p7)

1949 “Bitter Opposition from the FA”
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Programme for 1949 Manchester v Barnsley Game
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

Branding, Survival and Armchair Analysts
I really would like to emphasise the incredible lengths that these managers had to keep their teams going.
Alfred Frankland of the Dick Kerr Ladies had kept his team going since 1917 and I think that a key part of
that apart from his obvious hard work, organisational talents and product branding was his flexible
approach to statistics. I use the term ‘an Alfred Frankland statistic’ which means that I tend to be very wary
of any quoted number of wins and losses, sizes of crowds, etc. I think that Percy Ashley of the Corinthians
(another Manchester team formed in 1949) operated in a similar vein so I would regard any quoted
newspaper statistics with a little caution. A similar approach should be taken to claims of ‘world champions’
etc. The other area where I would urge some caution as a historian is when the list of silver cups is printed
in programmes or appears in articles. This was generally more about branding and promotion than any
really, really significant achievement. I am reminded of the comedian Bob Newhart and his sketch: ‘Grace L
Ferguson Airlines’ where the check-in was Mrs Ferguson’s front room…
I think it is easy to look back at this era from a comfortable armchair and not appreciate the significant
challenges facing running a women’s football team.

1949 Manchester Ladies FC Have More Opposition
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Manchester Capable of Holding Their Own
The Dick Kerr Ladies moved their French tour to July in 1949. This model was the one they continued to
use until 1955. They were still playing the Manchester Ladies FC in high profile games but the Manchester
Ladies now have some other opposition to take on. After pioneering women’s football at the iconic Belle
Vue Theme Park they also helped out the Dick Kerr Ladies on their French tour. There is then the matter of
a closely fought local derby...

1949 France + Manchester 2 v 6 Dick Kerr Ladies
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French Team - Saturday 16 July, Colwyn Bay, Wales
Top Left: 2nd Malou Gravier, 4th Bertha Turner, 5th Marian Bindotti
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

Marian Bindotti + Bertha Turner - ‘Internationals’
On the 4th game of the French hectic 5 game tour the French team found themselves a few players short
so Marian and her future sister-in-law Bertha played for the French Team. The player kneeling on the front
right looks very like Hilda Parkinson the veteran Dick Kerr Lady. The game was played in the village of
Mochdre and the North Wales and Weekly News noted that when the Dick Kerr Ladies visited two years
ago they were unable to play at Mochdre because the pitch was used by the Colwyn Bay FC who were
affiliated to the FA. They played the match at Eirias Park which was now being used by Colwyn Bay… Mr J
Daniels, languages master at the Colwyn Bay Grammar School, acted as interpreter at the reception
afterwards. Presumably interpreting the French...

1949 Another Team Forms in Manchester
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Manchester 1 v 1 Corinthians at Bootle Stadium
(Source: BNA Liverpool Echo Tuesday 9 August p3)

The Corinthian ‘Babies’ Join the Manchester Scene
The North West Scene was really starting to buzz with women’s football. The Dick Kerr Ladies played 17
high profile games in 1949. New teams had also set up in Ashbourne, Barnsley and teams such as Kent
and Bolton were still going strong. They were all playing each other. The Corinthians from Manchester
travelled to Ashbourne for the Easter Saturday game for probably their first high profile game. The
Ashbourne telegraph noted that three of the Bolton Ladies team had moved to the Corinthians: right full
back, right half back and outside right. Manager Percy Ashley was building a team of youngsters around his
daughter Doris and by August Manchester was able to stage its first genuine women’s football derby. This
resulted in an honourable 1 v 1 draw.

2021 Marian + James Turner - Footballer + Coach
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Marian + Jim Turner - Diamond Wedding Anniversary
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

Marian Bindotti Legacy
I don’t think that the story of Marian, her wider family and the magnificent Manchester Ladies is about how
many games they won and lost. They were the pioneers of Manchester football and they played against all
the key important teams of the 1950s before hanging up their boots in 1959.

Conclusion
The story of women’s football in the 1940s and 1950s in England has been under researched. It is not
possible to do justice to this rich and important topic in a short article like this. I have tried to give some
context to the success and development of the Manchester Ladies. I have not been able to add as much
detail as I would like about the other fantastic teams of the times who had to find their way to succeed in
the face of tremendous, narrow-minded opposition. I have gone to every effort to make this article as
accurate as possible and my research is ongoing. Any mistakes are my own and I will be happy to correct.
That is the spirit in which this article is presented.
In Part 1 I introduced the story of the pioneering Manchester Ladies, their relationship with the famous Dick
Kerr Ladies and the importance and development of the Manchester scene. In Part 2 the story of the
Manchester Ladies FC continues with an astonishing total of 82 games against the Dick Kerr Ladies. The
Manchester scene develops with different teams adopting different strategies.

Thank Yous

Whittingham CMH Sports Club - Roy Bolton (RIP April 2020)
Gail Newsham at my Father’s 80th Birthday
(Source: Author’s Collection)

Gail Newsham
My thanks to Gail for kindly allowing me to use the data from her book “In A League of Their Own”. As well
as rescuing the story of the Dick Kerr Ladies she has rescued the story of the pioneering of football in
Manchester after WW2. By my calculations the Manchester Ladies FC played against the Dick Kerr Ladies
an astonishing 82 times.
Jim Turner
When I managed to get in touch with someone on Ancestry and I received the message: “Jim has said he
will speak to you and here is his number” I rang not quite knowing to whom I was speaking. After a while I
then realised that I was speaking to the husband of Marian Bindotti. Jim has given generously of his time
and of his incredible archive of photos and memorabilia. He expressly forbade me from being too
hyperbolic about Marian as she was and is ‘a very modest lady’. The photo above of my father who at the
time was deeply suffering with Alzheimer's reminds of the journey that Marian is now on in her advanced
years whilst being supported by the devoted Jim. My thoughts, prayers and thanks go with them.

Steve Bolton - February 2021
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